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CENTRAL PARK CAFÉ, SPORTS HUB AND 
PLAY AREA CONSULTATION 
August 24th – 31st 2017

 
Do you agree with the proposed layout? 

 
 
If no why? 

PCC are consistently moaning about cuts and having no 

money. Yet here we are with a multi million pound 

"Development". Who pays for this? All gone through 

planning without a back hander? This whole "Scheme" 

stinks. 

Events field looks misplaced 

 

From having one path in the wrong place for the existing 

play area we seem to have gone to too many paths again 

in the wrong positions. Are these paths for bikes as well. 

No mention of upgrading the existing path along the 

hedge which desperately needs doing. existing path to play 

area not shown on map, what a waste to take away and 

then create a new one. Please do not get rid of the 

fantastic fruit trees in the existing green edge(hedge). You 

are missing a trick if the tennis courts are not floodlit, 

would extend there usage and attract more players, pay 

and play and lighting could be reflected in pricing. 

 

Why is it all about kids and coffee drinking? What about 

those of us that don't have families and just want to walk 

and let our dogs have a good run around in nature. 

Skatepark expansion needs to be considered, not kept 

wholly separate for another consultation in autumn. Need 

to ensure adequate space surrounding it to prevent any 

boards/bikes/scooters accidentally launching into other 

play areas. 

I feel making a big kid play area not to the toddlers will 

cause more accidents with toddlers going in the bigger 

area and getting hurt. Also a cafe across the green in life 

centre don't need another!!! 

I am concerned about segregating areas away from dog 

walkers and other users of the park. it seems like a lot of 

space allocated to a small demographic - kids. I just want 

to enjoy walking my dogs off their leads without conflict. 

I would add that dogs should be banned from the sand and 

water play area too for hygiene reasons 

 

Do you agree with the dog management proposed for the playable landscape? 
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Do you agree with the brief for the new play area? 

 
 

If no why? 

The new play equipment looks attractive.   
Experience from other playgrounds is that sand play areas 

should be fenced to keep out animals.  

The “dogs on lead” area should be well delineated and 

signage kept to a minimum.  

Total waste of money. No money in PCC coffers? Is this 

work being paid for by the developers? Back handers for 

planning? 

Rope net swing is needed. Security cameras, bamboo 

tunnel could be dangerous and used for other purposes. 

like the revolving disk and controlled risks in a safe 

environment. water feature are poorly thought out and 

could be damaged. 

 

I agree with the fenced in area for minors play area but 

can't see how the dogs on leads can be controlled in the 

other areas, suggest keeping existing fence on existing play 

area. 

There are already designated play areas and other people 

who want to run, picnic or walk their dogs off their leads 

are unable to do so in this area. Sand will be easily contaminated 

Dogs shouldn't be forced on leads. There is no where for dogs. 

Not sure on the boulders could evisage lots of accidents 

especially younger children. Water and boulders do not 

mix, the boulders become slippery, the boulders attract 

slippery lichens. Wl 

 

 

 

Do you agree with the brief for the events field? 

 
 
If no why? 

The path layout should allow for exhibitor parking on 

both sides of the path and make provision for young trees 

in the horse chestnut avenue to grow to full size.  

Presently, fairground lorries have been parking right next 

to the trees and causing damage as a result.  

When excavating for the perimeter path, the field should 

be levelled and re-graded with a slight fall so that rain 

water does not collect in puddles as it does presently.  

There is also a slight ditch between the events field and 

the horse chestnut avenue which should be re-graded to 

assist grass cutting. 

There needs to be an access onto the perimeter path 

where indicated by the red arrow in the attached plan.  

Access from the skate park is probably not required. 

This field is a hazard anyway having it right next to 

children play park when fare is there attracts weirdo's and 

trouble. 

I don't think it will be used enough. Not needed 
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This is a multi-use space, not a track and field stadium. 

lose the running track. Also add no adult cycles to this 

area. 

Confirmation needed by the council regarding that no 

further trees are to be cut down 

Poor use of such a large space. Upkeep of markings will 

soon look tired and worn 

 

 

Do you agree with the brief for the café building? 

 
 

If no why? 
The “Concept 1” design is more in harmony with other 

buildings in the immediate area and therefore preferred.  
The issue of how to manage long queues for ice creams 

and refreshments on hot days has not been addressed.  

Although broadly in favour, will this compete with cafe 

facilities in Life Centre? If so either one or both will fail. 

Perhaps a re-think here is in order to look at the 

implications further. Also if approved this will be in direct 

competition with the funfair catering stalls. again will they 

seek alternative venues or ditch Plymouth altogether if 

their profits are drastically cut by the competition? 

indoor seating seems very limited. Not clear if the cafe is 

dog friendly. And i don't mean dogs welcome outside i 

mean inside as increasing numbers of cafes and restaurants 

allow. At certain times of the day especially in the winter 

dog owners constitute the overwhelming majority of park 

users so they should be able to use the cafe all year round 

and that means being able to go inside. If the cafe is not 

dog friendly inside i will never use it. 

I would like to see the cafe being of a similar size to the 

one in Devonport Park. Be bold, make it bigger! 

Sounds great, but it would be nice to include outdoor 

seating that doesn't look over the playground as well. 

Doesn't need to be a permanent asset at this stage. This is 

inflexible and costly and restrictive. Better to take a 

modular approach able to accommodate multiple venues if 

demand justifies 

 

 

I agree with the above - but feel that the statement 

'building to consider sustainable measures to improve 

performance of building all year round' is too weak - I feel 

sustainability of these measures is essential, and that these 

should include use of green energy, energy generation, 

rainwater harvesting, as well as aspects of building design 

to reduce need for heating in winter and for air 

conditioning in summer. 

Flat roofs are a bad idea and will cause issues with water 

drainage. Also, I don't think expansion is appropriate, 

considering it would encroach on the children's play area 

or path. There are plenty of cafes in town for people to 

go to if they just want to sit and drink coffee. The cafe 

should be for parents and park users to refresh 

themselves. The maximum time they will spend there 

would be fairly minimal (maybe 10/15mins) considering 

they'll be spending time with their children, family, dogs, 

friends etc. The park should be kept as green as possible. 

There is enough concrete around the city. 

 

 

I think there needs to be more inside seating and could 

There be proper food so young families could go there as 

an outing? Living in Peverell with a six month old baby I 

know myself and many friends would Love to have a cafe 

in the park where we could go for coffee. Yes there is the 

leisure centre but it's busy and noisy and not really 

friendly to young babies. This is such a opportunity to 

have something 'cool' in the park and make us visit even 

more than we already do. It's a lifestyle living in Plymouth 

and a cafe in the park that allows you to go as a group of 

young mums would just be fantastic and a massive win for 

the city. We have to drive out to RWY at the moment for 

this kind of thing and having it in the park would be just 

amazing. So in summary - a proper kitchen serving light 

meals and perhaps brunch and a bit more indoor seating. 

not needed, rather keep green space already have a cafe a short walk away another isn't needed 

I think the cafe could become a destination for locals and 

visitors alike It needs to be larger .Serving rolls, soup, 

vegetarian fare with imagination.Hot meals could be 

served too . Cold drinks but not the usual coke, lemonade 

I agree with what is proposed but not with an option for 

future expansion. The park should be a park, outdoor 

space, play area. I don't mind the cafe but it just needs to 

be a small coffee shop. If you expand where will it expand? 
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.A message should come from council via their operator 

about healthy wholesome foods. Not sugary drinks that 

will rot children' s teeth . This cafe would do well to be 

franchaised to a person with imagination. 

No. Similarly WiFi is not needed. People should ho to the 

park to exercise and play with their kids not gswp at their 

phones. 

It would be better if the indoor seating capacity could be 

increased, as Central Park is very popular and even in the 

Summer, the weather can be inclement. 

Needs more internal seating 

Will a building conflict with the pitch and putt - coundn't 

that be extended instead? 

 

 

Do you agree with the brief for the sports hub building? 

 
 

If no why? 
The lower profile of the “Concept 2” design is preferred 

but supporting pillars would be acceptable.      
The covered area will encourage ‘hanging out’ and it is 

very likely that the upgraded building will continue to 

attract graffiti.  The design should deter ‘out of hours’ 

access and CCTV will probably be needed as well.   

 

Watching tennis? How many people really want this? 

unsure is this hub just used to host meetings? seems a 

waste. 

Needs to be knocked down not refurbished It will be 

more cost effective and have more longevity. Needs to 

give a message to children and adults alike that they 

matter. Even if this could be done through crowdfunding 

and local additional business sponsorship money eg 

building firms. 

 

 

Do you agree with the brief for the changing room buildings? 

 
 

If no why? 
The proposals do not explain how the changing rooms 

will be maintained following their upgrade.  Without an 

effective management plan, it is likely that the building will 

once again be a target for vandalism and quickly fall into 

disrepair.  If it were to happen it could easily tarnish the 

rest of the project and deter future investment in the 

park. 

All changing rooms should have at least 2 shower cubicles 

for privacy. 

 

 

 

 

 

Good to see the cafe has some external shade/protected 

areas. I wonder how all these facilities will be protected 

from vandalism. 

 

Dreadful needs knocking down and starting again.This 

building needs to reflect the value the community has on 

its younger generation.The showers need to be top 
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priority.A sort of patch up and carry. on mentality is not 

good enough. 

Stop trying to maintain tired assets 

I don't agree with the sports field/place there so I don't 

agree with the changing rooms 

i do not support the developments that have been already 

done at Knollys field and adjacent fields and can not 

support further development. The fences and shelters 

have ruined the view from that end of the park over the 

City centre and the sound. It used to be an amazing and 

inspiring view as you walked towards the town. The now 

overgrown trees and the fencing detract significantly. i am 

also not convinced of the need for baseball fields at all and 

the practice field and its ugly fencing on the east side of 

the path is never used for baseball.. Some smaller fencing 

to back a football goal post set would be suitable as that is 

mostly what the area is used for. 

I agree with the above - but feel that the statement 

'building to consider sustainable measures to improve 

performance of building all year round' is too weak - I feel 

sustainability of these measures is essential, and that these 

should include use of green energy, energy generation, 

rainwater harvesting, as well as aspects of building design 

to reduce need for heating in winter and for air 

conditioning in summer. 

 

 

This building has been seen to be in a very venerable 

position over the years, initially its use was for schools 

and clubs using pitch facilities. A number of times the 

building has been upgraded, why it has failed is through 

lack of use and no maintenance money pot to call on. The 

same will happen. With facilities in the enhanced bowling 

pavilion this building would be better knocked down of 

given a new use. 

 

 

Do you have any other comments? 

Without having detailed information, the proposed work 

would appear to cost more than the available budget.   

Priority should be given to doing a few things well with 

attention to detail rather than many things not so well.  

This approach will engender civic pride, encourage people 

to become involved and provide a good platform for 

future work.   

The tension between quality and cost is going to be most 

apparent when making new paths or repairing existing 

paths.  In our view, new paths should be made only where 

there is a clear need as demonstrated by heavy usage and 

this will assist with prioritising work. 

The path shown between Alma Road and the clock tower 

roundabout (marked “B” on the plan) should align more 

closely with the pedestrian crossing on Alma Road.  At 

the clock tower end, there is a strong existing desire line 

which shows that people will want the new path junction 

to be closer to the Events Field and not to lead off the 

clock tower roundabout as shown in the plan.  A path 

junction located 10-15 metres along [Milehouse Avenue/ 

Britannia Way] from the clock tower will: 

- Allow a spacious, balanced café frontage on the 

clock tower roundabout  

- Respect the symmetry of the clock tower 

roundabout  

- Provide a good alignment for fairground vehicles 

accessing the Events Field 

- Prevent grass being worn as people continue to 

follow the existing desire line.    

Outside covered area at cafe should be no smoking 

(including vaping) so that all can enjoy and encourage 

healthier lifestyle. As it is near the ply area this is better 

for the children too. Ensure healthy food at the cafe which 

includes different dietary options and low fat milks. Toilets 

in the park should work on rainwater and solar could be 

used for lights. How about getting art into the park and 

having local sculptors make things in wood, metal and 

stone, have a graffiti wall with lessons to help develop 

talent and hopefully minimise the random rubbish. Have 

plentiful rubbish bins for general and dog waste to 

encourage people to use them. Have interesting and 

comfortable seats so that people ca take a rest and enjoy 

a view or sit and read or meditate. What about an area 

for tai chi and yoga? The redevelopment talks about 

The path between Mayflower Avenue and Jubilee Row 

(marked “C” on the plan) should be a priority for 

upgrading.  The metalled section is broken and buckled 

and the grass section is muddy in winter and bare in 

summer.   As with other paths, it will be important to 

address grading, drainage and other requirements in the 

detailed design. 
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making the park somewhere for all but the emphasis 

seems to be on families and young children and sporty 

people there needs to be more thought given to people 

who don't want to do sports. Manage the inspiring views, 

create inspiring beds of plants - the wild flowers on the 

roundabouts and other areas of the city have been a huge 

improvement. An arboretum was mentioned but I couldn't 

see it on the plans, what about a fountain or two or some 

giant plant pots? I'd really like to see Plymouth great 

creative and produce something really imaginative that is 

sustainable. 

Any new path should be at least 3 metres wide to 

encourage usage and prevent conflicts.  

 

The path shown between the Life Centre car park and the 

Bowling Green (marked “A” on the plan) does not follow 

an existing desire line and it is doubtful whether it would 

be used. 

I feel because of the unpredictable British Weather a lot 

of the Children's Play Area should have a type of overhead 

protection and the floor like a all weather decking or else 

it can only be used at certain times of the year, the other 

major problem by bringing these attractions to Central 

Park is the Parking,as you are now aware People that can't 

Park will go elsewhere. 

Please watch the balance between sport and leisure. It is 

primarily a Park, and that should mean, not an Olympic 

Stadia. Cycle lanes must be marked and a mixture of 

discipline and reward strategy applied to cyclist behaviour 

 

As long as it is well used. 

 

This web page layout is poor - unable to see the right 

hand edge of page, text & diagrams, and no slider bar to 

move it across. 

A good set of ideas but some are in direct commercial 

competition with existing users and venues. This would 

probably lead to a withdrawl of these existing users as 

their margins are squeezed beyond economic viability. 

Cycles on pathways: a minority, albeit a significant one are 

currently using the pathways as a cycle race track. This is 

putting pedestrians at risk, especially young children. Can 

a dedicated and seperate lane be set up? ... not a line 

painted onto the existing paths as this is ignored by all and 

sundry. 

 

 

 

 

I would like to see video surveillance around the park to 

make it safe and to deter delinquents from lingering 

around in certain areas in the park. Putting in park 

benches and places to keep out of the rain will encourage 

youths to make these places a meeting point - which is 

fine so long as they don't drink or do drugs there. The 

park should be a safe and enjoyable environment for 

everyone who uses it. I'm rather disappointed that after 

living my whole life in Plymouth, the pond at the bottom 

of the park near to Barn Park Road is still neglected and 

no one has thought to revive it and make it useable. Bird 

boxes with cameras inside would also be a fantastic idea 

to encourage interest in the wildlife and protection in the 

park. It could even serve useful for schools when teaching 

- they could be live cameras that anyone could view the 

channels through a website. 

How will the children's play areas be looked after? Putting 

in place the wigwams could end up with them being used 

for other purposes by an undesirable element. Similarly, 

how will the dog managed areas be policed? 

 

The proposed tennis courts should double up for netball 

and should be floodlit. The sports provisions should 

reflect an update sports and playing pitch strategy. 

 

Why not have a secure paddock to train dogs , also 

remove the spoil in the field behind the bowling green , 

left there by the contractor s who built the life centre 

skatepark needs extending, make more sections for bikes, 

and think about a smaller section for 5-13yrolds wanting 

to learn, its far too dangerous having little kids in the 

middle of a skatepark with teens and adults in. 

There also needs to be better lighting in the park, not just 

street lights but lighting to encourage more evening use. I 

would like to see the park be available as a meeting place 

and the cafÃ© open longer hours in the summer to 

encourage visitors. Also perhaps areas for ice cream vans 

or other on street vendors. 

My only concern would be the maintenance of these areas 

given the current restrictions on government funding, also 

the security of these facilities buildings etc. Security and 

maintenance issues should be at the forefront of all the 

designs and proposals for all these buildings and areas. 

 

Make sure the ambiance of the cafe is calm - a sensory 

garden nearby would be great for wellbeing. 

It would be nice if we could still have the water play like 

they have up there now my 3 children love it 
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I don't agree with 'dogs on leads' within any play area. 

Central Park is huge area which has enough space for dog 

walkers to roam free. Surely areas set aside for child's play 

can be completely dog free. Even on a lead, dogs poo (poo 

is sometimes picked up by the owners, but they cannot 

possibly pick up all the bacteria matter), wee, scent mark 

and drool, let alone the fact they bark (which can scare 

children), bite (all owners say their dog doesn't bite, but I 

have been bitten by a dog on a lead whilst out jogging in 

Plymouth) and are generally non-compatible with 

children's play parks. 

The sand play area near the cafÃ© at Lanhydrock seems 

to be very successful (pity this couldn't have been 

replicated at Saltram) - it would be great to achieve 

something akin to Lanhydrock at the play areas(s) close to 

the new cafÃ©. To be sustainable, the new cafÃ© must be 

attractive all year - 15 covers is way too small so would 

prefer this to be 25+. The last thing you want is people to 

be put off going 'because you can't guarantee finding 

somewhere to sit', especially during the Winter when 

sitting outside not likely. 

Public toilets is the only issue that I can think of but if 

anyone can use the cafÃ© without buying anything, that 

will suffice. 

It all looks excellent and exciting to me. The only 

complaint some may have is the proximity of the football 

area to the bowling green. It may become a noise issue for 

some. Looking forward to seeing this develop. 

It is about time the CIty invested in Central Park. I would 

like to see BBQ picnic areas too so that the park is full to 

the brim with people during the summer months. The one 

great legacy that the Victorians left us was their parks. 

Invest heavily and make people feel like they want to visit! 

 

 

 

 

The proposals are looking good and make sense in the 

locations indicated. Overall, I would like to see a 

continuing balance in the approach to use/maintenance 

across the rest of the park between formal and non-

formal, encouraging a sense of play and discovery for all 

ages and users (e.g. where 'desire' lines have been cut 

across fields by walkers, leave them or encourage them, 

and continue to cut the grass to allow for wild areas to 

develop). I'm a fan of shared routes, but more could be 

done to raise awareness about the need for speed limits 

for cyclists across the park! 

Keep maintenance low cost Concept 2 for the cafe is utterly beautiful. 

I agree with most of the comments and pictures above. 

The thing I do not like are the thoughts that dogs either 

on or off leads are in contact with young/older children. I 

would rather dogs had no connection with children at all 

in any of the play areas. It is fine for people to say they will 

pick up after their dog or dogs but once they have 

defalcated the germs and probably smell will still be there. 

The whole idea of dogs and children at play do not rest 

easy with me. 

I am concerned with the lack of car parking for people to 

access this. When there is an event on e.g. Circus or 

argyle game, there is not enough space for people to 

access the life centre. Usually the life centre and park and 

ride car park is full meaning there is no room for paying 

members of the life centre. What are the plans to 

improve car parking access for this new amazing project. If 

people cannot park easily with children you will put 

people off using it. I know there are plenty of buses by this 

is not always an option for everyone. 

I feel that it is really important to have adequate litter and 

separate dog waste bins. Also notices urging people to 

dispose of their litter and dog waste responsibly. 

Needs knocking down see above. 

 

I think the cafe will be extremely popular and will need 

need to be bigger -plenty of outside seating as well as 

inside. This would be mainly in holiday times. I have never 

seen the play area as busy as it was last Tuesday 22nd 

August -one mass of children and adults sitting all around 

the play area and up on the hill. My 9 year old 

grandchildren gave up as it was almost impossible to enjoy 

playing there. Will there be an upper age limit in the 

childrens play area? On occasions older teenagers can 

dominate in play parks ,as on occasions in Freedom Park. I 

hope the little cafe by the putting green further along the 

path towards city centre will continue. It is much 

appreciated ,often by folk without children and dog 

walkers like myself. 

I hope the play areas are on level ground. As a 

childminder with various aged children and a baby I find 

the present layout very difficult with a pram. I can only use 

the paths whereas the children run over the grass and 

slope areas. Which when a child is hurt or in some 

difficulty makes getting to the child difficult. 

These sound like wonderful improvements to the park 

which will encourage more people to use it but I wonder 

how you propose to protect the new areas from mindless 

vandalism and graffiti, and to enforce the dog walkers 

It's really good to see this part of Plymouth getting some 

attention â€” it's such a huge asset, yet massively under-

used at present. It would be great to allow access to the 

sports hub/changing rooms to sports groups like Storm 
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policy. I regularly use the park and am saddened damage 

that is caused by the antisocial element allowed to access 

the park at night. I also regularly whitness dog owners 

ignoring the 'dogs on leads' areas near Pounds house so i 

have no reason to think it will be enforced in the new 

area. 

Plymouth running club who don't have a single base but 

frequently start their runs from the park. 

 

 

I support the development of the area in front of the Life 

Centre as it is not used much at the moment but I am 

concerned about vehicle access after the developments. 

Access for vehicles to these buildings will be very 

undesirable. Access may be needed for disabled to 

park,and also delivery vehicles then of course taxis will be 

able to drop people off and pick them up, etc etc. It has 

happened at the Life Centre. Vehicles are forever whizzing 

up along the side.Also the retention of green areas for 

people passing through to try and keep it as part of the 

Park and as with everything in Central Park, 

MAINTENANCE, MAINTENANCE, MAINTENANCE. So 

many things are started and then turn into overgrown 

weed beds or become a bit derelict. New and exciting 

capital projects are put forward and spending on the 

maintenance of the beautiful green spaces is neglected or 

cut. People want to wander through different open and 

cared for green spaces with a rich variety of light and 

shade and plant and tree species which encourage 

different wild birds and animals. Not trudge along broken 

muddy pathways encroached upon by 6 foot high bramble 

and nettle beds overhung by uncared for trees, creating an 

oppressive and gloomy experience. After rain these areas 

are almost impassable as the weight of water on leaves 

bends the nettles across the path and droops the tree 

branches above down to below head height. While small 

rivers of run off water spread leaf debris and bits of foliage 

across the paths and turn grassed areas to mud pools. 

Great branches break off and block the paths, the worst 

may be removed but the rest is dumped off the path to 

encourage the growth of more weeds to choke the 

remaining trees and reduce the amount of grass to be cut. 

Nettles at the edge of fields are not cut back to the hedge 

but treated as some valuable shrub and carefully mown 

around. That is if they are cut regularly at all.the response 

is usually that areas are left to encourage ground nesting 

birds and other animals. I would be interested to know 

how many species of ground nesting birds there are in the 

Park, very few I suspect. This is the experience of regular 

walkers in Central Park who have a love of the open and 

well managed parkland of the past and are now witnessing 

the creation of some British version of an impenetrable 

South American jungle, albeit a lot cooler. 

Outside covered area at cafe should be no smoking 

(including vaping) so that all can enjoy and encourage 

healthier lifestyle. As it is near the ply area this is better 

for the children too. Ensure healthy food at the cafe which 

includes different dietary options and low fat milks. Toilets 

in the park should work on rainwater and solar could be 

used for lights. How about getting art into the park and 

having local sculptors make things in wood, metal and 

stone, have a graffiti wall with lessons to help develop 

talent and hopefully minimise the random rubbish. Have 

plentiful rubbish bins for general and dog waste to 

encourage people to use them. Have interesting and 

comfortable seats so that people ca take a rest and enjoy 

a view or sit and read or meditate. What about an area 

for tai chi and yoga? The redevelopment talks about 

making the park somewhere for all but the emphasis 

seems to be on families and young children and sporty 

people there needs to be more thought given to people 

who don't want to do sports. Manage the inspiring views, 

create inspiring beds of plants - the wild flowers on the 

roundabouts and other areas of the city have been a huge 

improvement. An arboretum was mentioned but I couldn't 

see it on the plans, what about a fountain or two or some 

giant plant pots? I'd really like to see Plymouth great 

creative and produce something really imaginative that is 

sustainable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

what has been proposed will be a great addition to 

Central Park 

Thinking changing rooms will need staff. 

 

As all this money is being spent for the community, it 

would be a real boost to have a band stand where once a 

month or once a week on a Sunday, local bands could 

come and play where people can have a picnic, use the 

cafe or play park and have a really nice day as some 

people won't use the sports or cafe facilities it should be 

an improvement for all ages 

Introduction of a larger water feature/lake, in the park 
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I appreciate the process you are following and feel very 

positive about your intentions. I am glad that Knolly's 

changing rooms have been included in the procedure 

Over the years I have witnessed how Knolly's has been 

vandalised periodically and would suggest that whatever is 

done should be robust. 

More done about people not picking up there dogs poo I 

would like to see free outdoor gym equipment (like in 

Tavistock ) added to the park 

 

 

Please can the council be mindful to save as many trees 

and wild life as possible during these plans and future 

changes 

More dog bins required! 

 

Overall I like these plans a lot. We walk our dog along the 

field adjacent Alma rd most days. Litter needs to be 

managed better. Every day we pick crap up from this field 

below the skate park/kiddies play area. The cafe idea is 

fine but should not have scope for expansion. Priority 

should be as a green space for people to enjoy and get 

exercise. Not a corporate money spinner. How will this 

effect the business model of the golf course? The new 

owners have made a lot of positive changes including 

mote trees and landscaping. They should not suffer 

because of this development. 

I don't agree with turning a FREE park into another 

PAYING park - tennis area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There seems to be no where for dogs to run free with 

their balls, no thought of nature. What about those of us 

that don't have children or families.....we want nice places 

to walk and exercise our dogs. 

Mainly good positive plans. Please note - NO DOGS OFF 

LEADS near children or adults! 

 

Like to see the PATHS resurfaced and seats replaced - like 

in Devonport park with better cycle route throughout. Like the play area plans 

Good idea to incorporate/create an outdoor education 

space for school groups/local communities. To encourage 

children to learn about nature and wildlife. Are there 

plans for a separate fenced in area for dogs off leads? 

I am concerned that with the expansion of the buildings 

and a third building in the park will decrease the excellent 

green space in the park. 

All looks good, be nice for kids. 

The plans look fabulous!!! We cant wait to get involved 

and help in anyway we can! 

More dog bins required! 

More toilets are definitely needed and improving especially 

around the bowling building area as I thought it was 

abandoned, making it multi use would be an improvement 

Unsure if I would feel safe with my kids playing where 

dogs have/will be. More poo bins needed. Drainage needs 

to be sorted too. 

Pay per ride bicycles Ensure cafe doesn't take revenue 

away from local ice cream traders. Or at least control it's 

impact. Increased security to control and decrease 

vandalism. Sheltered community hubs/pods 

more foliage please 

 

 

Prefer concept 2 designs in both cases. Do not think dogs 

should be allowed in children's play area at all, either on 

leads or not due to issues with people not clearing up and 

potential danger from dog/child potentially dangerous 

interaction. 

I feel there needs to be obvious signage if the proposed 

"dogs on leads" plans go ahead as this will create conflict if 

I am walking my dog and a mother/father shouts at me 

etc. there is already a play area - instead improve lighting 

and general security against anti-social behaviour. 

All the children's play areas should be dog free. Dog poo, 

diseases and children do not mix well and, regrettably, dog 

owners cannot be relied on to clear up after their pets. 

 

Cemetry is very open onto the road, maybe gate for dogs? 

I like the swings trampoline and climbing frames. Please keep the disc golf 

Looking forward to seeing this - brilliant ideas and what 

the park needs. 

Really excited that development is coming to the park. 

Let's really do it properly and if we're going to have a cafe, 

let's have a great one! 

Rocky slop in the wooded valley. No sand - rubber crumb 

instead. think long terms about the wood and its life span. 

Pounds House could also be used more and is an ideal 

place to be used as space for a café 
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BUG BOXED and BIRD BOXES. Solve drainage and big 

climbing frames. 
 

More benches by play area and new toilets. CCTV would 

be the best option to stop/assist in vandalism and missuse 

in the area. 

It looks exciting! 

 

Provide seating around the play area and CCTV and bins. Much needed facilities. 

There needs to be a central hub to give the park heart. 

promote bowls as well as excellent sports for older 

people - social and exercise. More bird and bug boxes. 

I have known parks having km markers on a circuit for 

walkers. Will you be adding something for adults who 

want to power-walk around the park in measurable 

distances? 

More open the better (for the park) so we can keep 

better eye on the kids. I like the wig worm and dens 

revolving disk and climbing forest. 

I would be interested to know how the new areas will be 

protected from anti-social behaviour. 

CAKES AT THE CAFE PLEASE!! Pls minimise disruption 

to the play area too - I use it a lot. 

Think improvements will be great, especially for yougsters 

and families. It's good to see no large developments and 

carparks and as a dog owner it is good to still have 'wilder' 

more natural parts to enjoy. 

These plans look fantastic for the residents of Plymouth as 

well as providing an attraction for tourists. Plenty of 

variety for children of all ages to encourage them to be 

more active. The cafe will provide an ideal meeting place 

for parents. How will the proposed development at 

Higher Home Park affect these plans, especially the vital 

issue of parking? The surrounding areas of Milehouse and 

Peverell are mainly terraced houses where parking can 

already be difficult (as an ex resident of both areas I have 

experience). The park and ride car park will not cope with 

the visitors and staff of Mr Brent's plans for the Western 

Gateway and HHP and visitors to the proposed park 

facilities. 

Plans for the top of Central Park look really good. 

However, what about the bottom of the park? A small 

play area in the woodland path accessed from the junction 

of Ford Park Road and Central Park Avenue would be 

very good. It is a long way, uphill, to walk young children 

to the main play area from this part of the park. I have 

memories of play areas along this path in the past. It 

would be good if they could be re-instated. This would get 

more people to visit the park than the wood sculptures 

that are springing up on the path. 

 

 

I love the ideas for the new play areas. What is the timescale for the work to be done. 

I would love to see some tennis courts built at the park as 

at the moment I can't walk to tennis courts from where I 

live (Peverell). I think it would go down well with 

residents. 

The pond area could do with a tidy with hogweed and 

some of the bamboo cut back to allow other plants to 

grow fir wildlife 

 

I would love to see some tennis courts built at the park as 

at the moment I can't walk to tennis courts from where I 

live (Peverell). I think it would go down well with 

residents. 

It looks fantastic! 

 

 

awesome plans for kids, but then i'm not a parent. i didn't 

realise you were focusing on such a small area of the park. 

i was really hoping you would have plans to reinforce the 

fencing around the stagnant pond by the barn park 

entrance. that thing is a health hazard for dogs. 

Leave plenty of park space for the considerable amount of 

dog owners and walkers. 

 

 

A good feature that would attract a lot of use would be an 

outside basketball court in Central Park! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall I think the proposals being made are really 

positive and it's been good to see the many interesting 

suggestions made by other people. I really like proposals 

to add toilets, adventure play, zip slides, trampolines, sand 

and better water features, enclosed dog areas and 

generally provide more for kids to do and more picnic 

benches plus the cafe. It's also great that the plans don't 

seem to involve unnecessarily removing existing trees and 

that drainage is being looked at. I do however think it is 

important to ensure that dogs aren't able to foul any areas 

where children play (e.g. a playable landscape area). 

Unfortunately having a 'dogs on leads' policy isn't going to 
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ensure that dogs won't need to foul in areas where 

children would be expected to fall, crawl, play etc. And a 

minority of dog owners still don't clean up after their pets 

or leave their bags in random places. So perhaps a fair 

compromise for dog owners who have children with them 

is to allocate a specific fenced area set several feet away 

from the play apparatus specifically for dogs, which gives 

adults a good view of their children while they stand with 

their pets. Some ground-fixed poles for tying dogs to for a 

while might even be a good idea so parents can attend 

their kids if required? The fact is that if you are walking to 

a dog on a lead, you won't be able to micromanage small 

children on challenging play apparatus at the same time 

anyway, so I personally feel dog owners need to 

compromise in this respect. 

Please keep water play where the children can splash 

about. This is the best, and favourite part of the current 

park and it will such a shame to lose this offer. 

Accessibility and consideration for all users to the park is 

paramount including dog walkers who use the park 365 

days a year, in all weathers. 

In general looks fine, and the area the is being developed 

feels like the right place in the park. Think it is important 

to restrict building and conversion to a small area like this 

as the beauty of the park is the relative space and lack of 

buildings. For dog walkers - of which there are very many 

- it is important to still have lots of off lead space. Also 

important to retain sense of a little piece of countryside in 

the city. Be careful to not lose all of the view to the sea 

from the life centre. 

 

 

There should be as much involvement with children and 

adults with disabilities to be able to take part in all aspects 

of the park from the play park to the changing room 

facility. There needs to be a consultation with PAFC, the 

life center and the council to make sure a changing place 

toilet is available to access.The 3 need to work together 

on this facility.Thou facility is available in the life center it 

is solely for those who are in the life center taken part in 

activities in there its not for public use.There needs to be 

better security to make sure these places are not 

subjected to vandalism or rubbish such as bottles from 

teenagers hanging around at nighttimes. 

The above plans look fantastic - but would also like to see 

improvement of the drainage and paths throughout the 

park as there are some areas that suffer badly from 

flooding during moderate to heavy rainfall (for e.g. Barn 

Park Avenue). 

 

did we have to have yet another football astro? can it not 

be a short 'grass' astro so youngsters can play hockey on 

it too? we are actully as a nation rather good at hockey 

both men and women - it is a sport that has gender 

equality at its core unlike football which is mostly male 

especially after primary school. and tennis? I don't see the 

ones at devonport park getting that much use... 

I am looking forward to seeing the new developments for 

the park especially the park for under 5's. 

A huge improvement on current area - looks great. Can 

only assume parking will be the same. 

Great to see tennis will finally be provided for More dog bins required! 
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Map of proposed new paths: 

 

 


